Buy a new version of this Connected Casebook and receive ACCESS to the online e-book, practice questions from your favorite study aids, and an outline tool on CasebookConnect, the all in one learning solution for law school students. CasebookConnect offers you what you need most to be successful in your law school classes – portability, meaningful feedback, and greater efficiency. A unique multidisciplinary approach characterizes the leading Constitutional Law. A variety of critical and social perspectives draw on political theory, philosophy, sociology, ethics, history, and economics to give a contemporary look at constitutional law within its traditional doctrinal structure. A mixture of lightly and more heavily edited cases allows close analysis while providing a broad array of important opinions and pivotal cases. Extensive material summarizes the state of the law and its development. Constitutional Law is ideal for two-semester courses. It follows a logical two-part organization, beginning with the balance of powers among the Supreme Court and local, state, and federal governments and moving to the rights and powers of individuals. The excellent coverage of First Amendment law is clear and concise, and a distinct annual supplement separates First Amendment materials from the rest for ease of research. The Seventh Edition presents new material on originalism and the right to bear arms; incorporation and the Second Amendment; and Libya and the War Powers Resolution. Full, analytic treatment of the Supreme Court’s decisions in the Affordable Care Act is presented. Coverage of the preemption doctrine is expanded. A new discussion of the Religion Clauses; treatment considers church autonomy in light of Hosanna-Tabor. The text on freedom of expression has been revised to incorporate new cases such as Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission (on campaign finance regulation), Snyder v. Phelps (on intentional infliction of emotional distress), Brown v. Entertainment Merchants™ Ass’n (on violent video games), FCC v. Fox Television Stations (on expletives in broadcasting), and United States v. Alvarez (on criminal liability for lying about receiving medals of honor.) New material on privacy and the Internet brings the Seventh Edition completely up to date.

CasebookConnect features: ONLINE E-BOOK Law school comes with a lot of reading, so access your enhanced e-book anytime, anywhere to keep up with your coursework. Highlight, take notes in the margins, and search the full text to quickly find coverage of legal topics. PRACTICE QUESTIONS Quiz yourself before class and prep for your exam in the Study Center. Practice questions from Examples & Explanations, Emanuel Law Outlines, Emanuel Law in a Flash flashcards, and other best-selling study aid series help you study for exams while tracking your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study time. OUTLINE TOOL Most professors will tell you that starting your outline early is key to being successful in your law school classes. The
Outline Tool automatically populates your notes and highlights from the e-book into an editable format to accelerate your outline creation and increase study time later in the semester.
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**Customer Reviews**

This casebook is poorly written. I seriously wonder what the purpose was. Was the goal to make Con Law as confusing as possible? Was the goal to include relatively few cases compared to the abundance of filler? Was the goal to make the largest casebook ever? I think it succeeds on those tasks. Also I ordered this as a rental and my book was badly damaged. The back cover was tearing off the book and someone underlined or used highlighter on ~90% of the text. Evidently they were under the impression that this casebook is a coloring book... or maybe they thought every single utterance was gold. Regardless, my copy was an utter mess.

It's insanely huge. Sure, most casebooks are big/heavy, but this takes the cake - it's like twice the size of an average casebook. It actually deters me from taking it places, plus it can be hard to make notes in it. If all 1700 pages were reallllly necessary, they should've split the darn thing in two. As for the actual content - meh, it's a pretty average casebook.

Very confusing, disorganized. Way too many tangential references to cases. This is certainly an instance of quantity over quality. Major concepts are not summarized/explained, but rather, lots of details are thrown at you and you are supposed to pull out the major concepts. :(
The other reviews stating that this book is mostly filler seem to be right on. Whenever the authors are confronted with the choice of quoting several paragraphs of confusing, arduous material (of only marginal importance) against the choice of simply summing up said paragraphs in an easier, cognitive manner, the authors always go with the former choice. I've done exceptionally well in law school, but reading 30 pages in this book takes me about 3 hours, and usually leaves me feeling more confused. While I have no direct evidence to confirm this, it seems to me that these authors chose to sell a book with high page numbers (and therefore, more filler) in order to make more money of off law students (who already are in a lot of debt), at the cost of producing a book that actually teaches the law in a clear and efficient manner.

Main cases included; Notes not as useful as they should be; Necessary supplement not worth it; within some areas lack of structure;

Horrible writing. This is the most aggravating book on Con Law.

They used this weird shiny paper, so the pages glare (maybe that’s why so $$$) easily my heaviest book, but not many cases, just lots of filler

Omits a lot of important parts of the decisions
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